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Abstract – The acoustic attenuation of vitreous germania (v-GeO2) has been measured over
more than three decades in frequency, by means of neutron scattering at high-frequency (THz),
visible light scattering and the newly developed technique of Brillouin ultraviolet scattering at
lower frequencies (15–50GHz). The experiments are supported by a molecular dynamics study of
a simulated sample of v-GeO2. The temperature dependence, from 80K up to the glass transition
temperature, shows a persistence of the dynamical nature of the attenuation in the GHz range
and a simultaneous increase of the contribution coming from the structural disorder. At higher
frequencies clear evidences of a crossover to a region where the attenuation is induced only by the
topological disorder are found.

Copyright c© EPLA, 2007

Introduction. – The way an acoustic excitation prop-
agates in a topologically disordered solid remains one of
the less understood subjects in the theory of amorphous
materials [1]. A complete description of all the mechanisms
responsible for sound attenuation is still lacking, despite
great efforts both from experiments [2–6] and theory [7,8],
mainly because the frequency range lying between the one
accessed by ultrasonic absorption (US) and Brillouin light
scattering (BLS) [3,4] and the one accessed by inelastic
Brillouin neutrons (BNS) and X-rays scattering (IXS) [6]
has remained until now unexplored. In US and in BLS
experiments [2] the dynamics of glasses is probed on a
length scale much greater than the interatomic distance. In
this regime the amorphous solids, even the highly porous
systems [9], behave like an elastic isotropic medium and
the sound attenuation is found to be strongly temperature
dependent showing, almost universally, a broad maximum
below the glass transition temperature. With increas-
ing frequency, the position of the maximum increases
smoothly and its amplitude increases almost linearly
in a wide frequency window [2,10]. Such a behavior is

generally explained in terms of a thermally activated
relaxation process with the relaxation time following an
Arrhenius-type activation law. On the contrary, in BNS
and IXS experiments which probe a length scale compara-
ble to the interparticle distance, typical strong glasses [11],
like v-SiO2, v-GeO2 and v-B2O3, show a short-range order
quite similar to their crystalline counterpart [12]. The
frequencies corresponding to these short distances lie in
the THz range where the attenuation is found to be essen-
tially temperature independent and to scale approximately
with the square of the frequency (or of the exchanged wave
vector q) [6]. The investigation of the glassy dynamics in
the intermediate frequency range, from tens of GHz, the
region covered by BLS, up to one THz (IXS and BNS),
has recently become achievable thanks to the develop-
ment of the Brillouin ultraviolet light scattering technique
(BUVS) [13–15]. Indeed with this technique it has been
possible to investigate in detail the attenuation of vitreous
silica suggesting that a crossover between two distinct low-
and high-frequency regimes occurs in the frequency (or
wave vector) dependence of the sound attenuation [14,15].
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These two regimes appear to be dominated by dynamical
relaxation processes and phonon scattering due to topo-
logical disorder, respectively. In this letter we present the
experimental determination of the sound attenuation coef-
ficient of the prototypical strong glass v-GeO2 over a range
spanning more than three decades in frequency.
The choice of v-GeO2 is twofold: first its low sound

velocity has allowed to perform a neutron Brillouin scat-
tering experiment on this sample. The neutrons spectro-
metry has the advantage of a Gaussian-like shape
resolution function, which reflects in a smaller tail of the
elastic line when compared to the Lorentzian-like central
peaks of a typical inelastic X-rays scattering spectrum in
a glass. This allows for a clear detection of the inelastic
features of the spectra, and may help in solving the
long-lasting debate about the high-frequency dynamics in
strong network-forming glasses.
A second reason for studying v-GeO2 is to clarify

whether the above-mentioned crossover can be thought
to be a general feature of network-forming glasses, which
is related to the existence of dynamical heterogenei-
ties [16–18] as already found in v-SiO2 [15].

Experiment. – The attenuation coefficients are
derived from the energy width Γ at constant q of the Bril-
louin doublet of the dynamic structure factors measured
using three different experimental techniques (BNS from
1 to 5THz, BLS and BUVS, from 15 to 50GHz) as well
as of those obtained by Molecular Dynamics simulations.
We recall that the sound velocity of v-GeO2

1 is nearly
one half that of v-SiO2, allowing in this case a meaningful
BNS investigation [19].
The inelastic neutron scattering data have been

obtained using the IN1 and IN8 spectrometers at the
Institute Laue Langevin (ILL) in Grenoble (France). In
order to gain access to the small q region the configuration
of both spectrometers was optimized to operate at low
scattering angles (down to 1◦). The intensity scattered by
the sample was measured in the range of q= 0.3–1.2 Å−1

with 2.5meV (IN1) and 4.1meV (IN8) FWHM Gaussian
resolution [19]. Corresponding background measurements
were collected in the same conditions as the sample.
Sample transmission (0.7), background subtraction and
multiple scattering were taken into account as in previous
experiments [20].
The new high-resolution high-contrast ultraviolet

(HIRESUV) spectrometer has been employed for the
BUVS measurements. The instrument is based on a home-
made 4m focal length double-grating monochromator
specifically designed for Brillouin spectroscopy with ultra-
violet (266 nm) excitation [21]. Measurements have been
performed at 174◦ in quasi backscattering configuration
with a half-angular aperture of 1.5◦. Intrumental intrinsic

1All experiments have been performed on home-made glass
samples obtained melting a GeO2 powder (99.99% purity from
Aldrich) in an alumina crucible subsequently kept for 5 h at 1600◦.

resolution is about 1GHz FWHM while the finite aperture
instrumental broadening yields a ∆ν

ν
of about 1.4× 10−3.

The BLS experiments have been performed in 90◦ and
180◦ scattering configuration with 514.5 nm excitation
and a Sandercock-type (3+3)-pass tandem Fabry-Perot
interferometer, with a finesse of about 100 and a contrast
greater than 5× 1010. BLS measurements were carried out
at a mirror spacing of 15.5mm with a free spectral range of
about 9.7GHz. The instrumental resolution was evaluated
by measuring the apparent line width of the inelastic signal
produced by an electro-optic transducer [22] which was
found to be consistent with the linewidth of the central
(elastic) line. A 1mm wide slit was employed to reduce
the peak broadening due to finite gathering angle in the
90◦ configuration. The residual broadening was calculated
and taken into account while fitting the DHO model
function, convolved with the instrumental function, to
the experimental points. The apparent line width of the
Brillouin peaks in the 90◦ configuration was always found
to be at least 1.5 times that of resolution.
The Molecular Dynamic (MD) simulation was

performed using 680GeO2 units in a 32 Å size cubic
box, yielding a density of ρ= 3.6 g cm−3. The ions
interact via a two-body Van Beest type potential [23,24]
with parameters suited for the GeO2 molecule. After the
glassy phase has been stabilized, the zero-temperature
limit dynamical neutron-weighted structure factors have
been calculated diagonalizing the dynamical matrix in the
harmonic approximation [25]. A selection of “Brillouin”
spectra obtained with different techniques is shown in
fig. 1 together with the best fit to the data. The data
analysis has been performed using the same model for
the three different experiments (including MD) fitting
the data with a damped harmonic oscillator (DHO) [26]
function plus a delta function convoluted with the
appropriate resolution function. The fitting procedure
yields the characteristic frequency Ω and the width of
the peaks Γ (FWHM). The latter is proportional to the
sound attenuation coefficient.

Results and discussion. – The temperature depen-
dence of the attenuation has been measured using both
visible and ultraviolet excitation. The values of the
internal friction Q−1 =Γ/�ω measured with BUVS in
backscattering conditions (and therefore at a frequency
determined by the longitudinal sound velocity vl to be
ν � vlq/2π� 49GHz) are shown in fig. 2 together with
those measured using visible excitation in the same
scattering geometry (hence at about ν � 25GHz) both in
the present work and in reference [27]. The satisfactory
agreement (which extends also to measured sound velocity
values) between our data obtained with visible radiation
and previously published data indicates that our samples
are not dissimilar from those used in previous works.
In the same figure we also report curves worked out

for thermally activated relaxation processes (TARP) using
a Gaussian distribution, P (V ), of barriers V having a
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Fig. 1: Selection of spectra from the three experiments and the
simulation. a) Brillouin peaks at room temperature obtained
with BLS in 90◦ configuration. b) BUVS spectrum at T = 440K
in near backscattering configuration. In the inset the Stokes line
is shown. c) BNS spectrum at room temperature. Continuous
lines: best fit to the data. Dashed lines: instrumental resolution.
d) Dynamic structure factor from the numerical simulation at
three different exchanged wave vectors.

variance σV [27–29]. For such a model system, assuming
that the relaxation is a thermally activated process with
a characteristic time τ(T ) = τ0 exp (V/T ), one obtains an
internal friction [27]:

Q−1Th (T, ω) =
ΓTh

�ω
=A

∫

∞

0

ωτ (T )

1+ω2τ2 (T )
P (V ) dV, (1)

where “Th” is for “thermal” and A is a normalizing
factor. The figure shows that, if the parameters A and
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Fig. 2: Temperature dependence of the internal-friction coef-
ficient Q−1 =Γ/�ω. Circles: BUVS, q= 0.08 nm−1, present
work; triangles: BLS, q= 0.042 nm−1, from ref. [27]; squares:
BLS, q= 0.0394 nm−1, present work; crosses: US, ν ∼ 20MHz,
from ref. [2]. The error bars are comparable with the scatter
in the data. The continuous curves are computed from equa-
tion (1) with parameters: σV = 1750K, τ0 = 1.47 · 10

−14 sec and
A= 0.18 at three different frequencies (from top to bottom):
49GHz, 25GHz and 20MHz. The disagreement between the
upper continuous curve and the BUVS data is systematic and
outside the error bars affecting the data. The dashed line
is obtained adding to the upper continuous curve the term
of eq. (2) with a crossover wave vector qc = 0.1 nm

−1 and
D� 27 · 10−2meV · nm2, parameters obtained by a simultane-
ous fit of all the data to eq. (3). The upper continuous and
the dashed lines thus both correspond to the same frequency
(49GHz) of the BUVS data.

σV are determined fitting the BLS (ν ∼ 25GHz) data, a
good agreement has been reported with lower frequency
ultrasonic attenuation data [27], as shown in fig. 2 for
the frequency ν ∼ 20 MHz [2]; on the contrary, the model
systematically underestimates our experimental findings
at the frequency (ν ∼ 49GHz) explored by ultraviolet
scattering2.
Concerning the model dependence of our analysis, it

should be remarked that the frequency dependence of the
model is found to be almost unaffected by the choice of the
distribution function as already reported by Gilroy and
Phillips [30] in the case of silica. Therefore, it seems that at
higher frequency the proposed model becomes inadequate
in accounting for the observed sound attenuation. At even
higher frequencies (above 1THz), such as those probed
in our BNS experiments, the inadequacy of this model
is by far more evident. Our data (see fig. 3) indicate
that in this frequency range, at room temperature,

2In principle, the presence of photons absorption in the sample
gives rise to an additional broadening of the Brillouin peak because
of the ill-definition of the wave vector q. At the wavelength used in
BUVS experiment, this contribution to the width of the Brillouin
peaks can be estimated to be ∆Γ∼ 2 · 10−5meV at T = 300K. This
value corresponds to an internal friction of Q−1 ∼ 1 · 10−4, negligible
with respect to the natural one (Q−1 ∼ 0.015).
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Fig. 3: Γ (full width at half maximum) as a function of
the exchanged wave vector q. Down triangles: BNS at room
temperature, present work; circles: BUVS and BLS at room
temperature, present work and ref. [27]; up triangles: BLS at
50K, present work; square: BLS at 5K [31]; crosses: numerical
simulation, present work. The curves are computed by means
of eq. (3) with the same parameters as in fig. 2 at different
temperatures: 300K (continuous), 50K (dash-dotted), 5K
(dotted), 0K (dashed).

Γ∼Dq2 with D� 27 · 10−2meV ·nm2, while the model
would predict Γ/q2 � 1.5 · 10−2meV ·nm2. This suggests
that an additional contribution, besides the one due to
thermal activated processes, must be included in order to
account for Γ at all q values. This contribution appears
to behave as q2 above 1THz, as already found in several
disordered systems [6] including v-SiO2. In most cases
the coefficient D has been found to be temperature inde-
pendent; even if no experimental proof is available for the
case under study, it is worthwhile noticing that the MD
results obtained for v-GeO2 at 0K yield essentially the
same linewidths found by BNS at room temperature. A
plausible physical origin for this linewidth contribution has
already been suggested for the case of v-SiO2 as arising
from elastic scattering of sound waves from inhomogene-
ities when the wave vector exceeds some crossover value
qc [15]. The simplest ansatz for such a contribution to the
linewidth could therefore be written as

ΓSc ∼
Dq2

1+ (qc/q)
2
, (2)

where “Sc” stands for “elastic scattering”. The value of
D is determined unambiguously by the BNS results. The
wave vector dependence of Γ at different temperatures,
as reported in fig. 3, indicates that qc must lie between
the BLS (q= 0.042 nm−1) data and the lowest q BNS
(q= 3nm−1) point. An estimate of the qc value can be
deduced from the temperature dependence of the internal
friction shown in fig. 2. A simultaneous fit of the BUVS,

BLS and US data to

Q−1 =Q−1Th (T, q)+Q
−1

Sc (q) (3)

gives qc = 0.1± 0.05 nm
−1.

The resulting temperature dependence of Q−1 well
fits the UV data (fig. 2, dashed line) explaining the
attenuation excess found at this frequency. The value qc =
0.1 nm−1 allows to reconstruct the wave vector dependence
of Γ at all the measured temperatures as shown in
fig. 3. The resulting “static” term, ΓSc, contributes to
the total attenuation, at room temperature, by about
30% around 49GHz which reduces to a few percent at
25GHz becoming negligible at ultrasonic frequencies. Such
a choice for qc is in good agreement with the attenuation
measured at low temperature at 5K [31], where ΓTh is
vanishingly small3. It shall be mentioned that an other
attenuation mechanism, the interaction of the sound wave
with the thermal vibrations, has been reported in other
glasses, such as v-SiO2 [33] and v-Si [34], to be not
negligible in the frequency range where the crossover wave
vector qc is observed. This mechanism gives rise to a
plateau in the temperature dependence of the attenuation
at high temperatures where the anharmonic effects are
more pronounced. The relevance of phonon anharmonicity
in determining the attenuation of sound can be evaluated
using the high-temperature limit formula for crystals in
the dominant phonon approximation namely [3,35,36]

lim
T→∞

Q−1l =
TCG2

ρmυ2l
ωτth, (4)

where T,C,G, ρm, ω and τth are the temperature, the heat
capacity of the thermal-phonon mode, the Grüneisen para-
meter, the mass density, the frequency of the sound waves
and the phonon population relaxation time, respectively.
τth can be obtained from the thermal conductivity formula
λ= 1

3
Cυ2τth, where υ

2 is some average phonon velocity
which for our purposes can be assumed to be proportional
to υ2l . We can thus compare the relevance of the damping
due to anharmonicity between v-GeO2 and v-SiO2 assum-
ing, for a given temperature and frequency

lim
T→∞

Q−1l ∝
G2λ

ρmυ4l
. (5)

While the thermal conductivity λ is very similar for
the two substances [37], the other quantities involved
differ substantially being for v-SiO2: υl = 5975m/s,

ρm = 2.20 g/cm
3
while for v-GeO2: υl = 3770m/s, ρm =

3.66 g/cm
3
. As far as the values of G2 are concerned,

these have been evaluated assuming that, at the investi-
gated temperatures, the best estimate for the Grüneisen
parameter squared, G2 is the weighted average of

3However, it must be taken into account that this compatibility
is dependent on the particular ansatz for ΓSc and that a small
contribution from Two Level Systems [29,32] may also be present
at such temperatures.
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the longitudinal and transverse long-wavelenght mode
parameters γ2l and γ

2
t squared [38], namely

G2 �
1

3

(

γ2l +2γ
2

t

)

. (6)

The values of the longitudinal mode γl parameter
can than be calculated rather consistently for the two
substances using available velocity pressure derivatives
data [39,40] being [41,42]

γl =
1

3
+BT

(

∂ log υl
∂P

)

T

�
1

3
+ ρm

(

υ2l −
4

3
υ2t

)(

∂ log υl
∂P

)

T

.

(7)

We obtain, at room temperature and zero pressure,
γl =−2.57 for v-SiO2, in fair agreement with independent
determinations [42,43], and γl =−0.06 for v-GeO2. Lack-
ing a direct determination of γt for v-GeO2 we will further
assume γ2t � γ

2

l since for v-SiO2 [42] this assumption is
well verified.
With these values one obtains G2 = 6.6 for v-SiO2 and a

much smaller value G2 = 0.0036 for v-GeO2. Such a large
difference in G2 can be confirmed also revisiting another
determination of the mode parameters for v-GeO2 [44]
which however appears to have missed the 1

3
term in their

derivation (we obtain in this case a factor ∼ 15 at room
temperature). On the basis of these considerations, we
have neglected the anharmonic contribution in the present
analysis. Furthermore, the absence of a plateau in the case
of v-GeO2 and the good agreement between the TARP
model of eq. (1) and the BLS data of fig. 2, seem to confirm
our assumption.
The nature of the change in slope of ΓSc, described by

eq. (2) can be interpreted as the effect of heterogeneities
of a size, ξ ∼ 2π/qc, of the order of tens of nanometers.
Vibrational heterogeneities are a purely harmonic effect
arising from the elastic constant inhomogeneity which
seems to be typical of glasses as recently discussed in
numerical studies of Lennard-Jones networks and of silica
glass [16–18]. They are supposed to mark the transition
from an elastic-continuum-like behavior to the atomic-
scale dynamics. In particular, when the wavelength of the
elastic wave is bigger than ξ, a ΓSc ∼ q4 is predicted if the
heterogeneities are considered as local impurities [8,45].
A q4 dependence has been also exploited to explain the
plateau of thermal conductivity [46–48]. For wavelengths
smaller than ξ the sound attenuation cannot be considered
as induced by local impurities any more and a ΓSc ∼
q2 is again observed. A possible explanation for the
crossover from q4 to q2 regime can be found in a recently
proposed elastic continuum model [49]. In this framework
the crossover in the acoustic attenuation is associated to
the onset of the excess in the density of states with respect
to the Debye prediction [50,51].

Conclusions. – In the present letter new Brillouin
scattering measurements on the prototypical strong glass
vitreous germania have been reported. A quantitative eval-
uation of the anharmonic contribution to the acoustic

attenuation indicate that the lowest investigated frequen-
cies are dominated by contributions of dynamical nature.
At higher frequencies a crossover point where the static,
harmonic contribution overcomes the dynamical terms
has been observed, supporting the interpretation that
the sound attenuation at the nanometer length scale is
induced by the presence of dynamical heterogeneities.
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